Muslim-Friendly Policy
To let Muslim guests enjoy, we show this policy on what we are doing to welcome you

1

We do not have Halal certificate from a third party.

2 We cook other menus than Muslim-friendly one in the kitchen at the same
time.

3

We use Halal certified meats in Muslim friendly menu.

4

We use Halal certified seasonings in Muslim friendly menu.
If not certified, we have checked in each.

5

We separate kitchenware for Muslim friendly from others.

6

We prepare disposable tablewares in any requests.

	
 We put label “Halal ” on kitchenware for
Muslimfriendo menu

	
 We use Halal chicken like this

	
 We use Halal soy sauce like this

Muslim-Friendly menu
Miso Nikomi Udon (Halal chicken and egg)

This is a classic Miso Nikomi Udon.
This is a Nagoya’s traditional miso taste.
You can omit egg and chicken. (egg:¥50 chicken¥200)

¥1,150 (Tax excluded : 8%)

	
 This store’s Udon are handmade by craftsman

Traditional miso
“Hatcho-miso”

Soup of natural
fish

Soy and salt only.

Assorted Tempura
Tempura(Shrimp, Eggplant , Shiso
leaves , Mushroom, Halal Chicken)
Tempura may change vegetables
according to the season
Two kind of source “Miso” and
“Salt”.

¥1,300
(Tax excluded : 8%)

Isomaki
This is
Halal Chicken fried with special seaweed
rolled. It is a specialty of Nagoya.
This chicken is Halal chicken

¥800
(Tax excluded : 8%)

Miso Oden
This is a tradhitional “Oden” boiled Nagoya’s
hatcho-miso and fish soup.
(Egg,Fishcake Japanese radish)

¥480
(Tax excluded: 8%)

Tebasaki
This is a Halal chicken “Tebasaki”
It is a new specialty in Nagoya.
This chicken is Halal chicken

¥850 (5 pieces)
(Tax excluded:8

)

Miso Kushi Katsu(Halal Chicken)
This is a Halal chicken “Miso Kushi Katsu”
It is a traditional food in Nagoya.
This chicken is Halal chicken

¥540 (3 pieces)
(Tax excluded:8

)

Tenmusu (Halal Chicken)
This is a Halal chicken “Tenmusu”
This is Nagoya’s traditional chicken rice ball.
This chicken is Halal chicken

¥480 (2 pieces)
(Tax excluded:8

)

Rice

¥250 (1 pieces)
(Tax excluded:8

)

Sweets (Tax is excluded : 8%)
Daifuku(

)

     

Matcha Taste

¥480

Strawberry Taste

This is our original with gold powder and date sauce.

Softdrink (Tax is excluded : 8%)
Cola:¥280

Orange juice:¥280

Halal Ume Soda ¥380

Coffee:¥480

Mango juice ¥380

